1 Reinforcement Learning Project

The final project of the lecture will be on developing a Reinforcement learning agent for a small game. You can form teams of 2 or 3 people. For teams of 3 there are special requirements detailed below. If you want to pursue a different task, let us know and we decide whether this is okay. You will implement different reinforcement learning algorithms and evaluate their performance on a simple task first and then apply them to a simulated laser-hockey game. We are using Open AI gym, see https://gym.openai.com/ with a custom environment. Instructions on installing gym are at https://github.com/openai/gym. The code for the laserhockey game for this project is at the git repository https://github.com/martius-lab/laser-hockey-env. We will need to change the code to bugs or change parameters, so please stay tuned. We will make releases, such that you know when things changed.

All teams will compete against each other in the game at the end. The tournament mode for different teams is not yet implemented, but we will provide it. There are intermediate checkpoints, see below, that we will discuss in the remaining recitation sessions.

For the final evaluation, you have to prepare:

(a) A report with:

   (a) an introduction, including a description of the game/problem (min 1/2 - 1 page)
   (b) a methods section, including relevant implementation details, modifications and math, e.g. the objective functions, of the implemented algorithms (min 1 page per algorithm/person)
   (c) an experimental evaluation for all the methods and environments (min 1 page per algorithm/person)
   (d) a final discussion, including a comparison of the different algorithms (min 1 page)

For a single person, the report should not be longer than 6 pages.
For a team of two people, the report should not be longer than 10 pages.
For a team of three people, the report should not be longer than 14 pages.
Each team member should have one algorithm implemented and his/her independent contribution should be clearly marked in the report.

(b) A presentation ~8 min (for 2-person teams and 10min for 3-person teams)
(c) The source code
Everything needs to be finished/presented at the exam day: 08.02.2019
The submission deadline for the report and code is on **February, 9th, 2019 at 10pm** by email.
The tournament will happen before, exact details will follow.
Requirements:
(a) Teams of two should implement 2 algorithms
(b) Teams of three should implement 3 algorithms
(c) In order to pass the exam report, presentation and code have to be handed in on time.
(d) The code has to run and the simple pendulum environment must be solved.
(e) The mark will be determined based on all parts. You are expected to deliver a nicely written report, a clear presentation, and a good performance.

1.1 Checkpoint 1: Get your algorithms up and running
Start with the Pendulum-v0 from the gym suite. Implement your algorithms of choice. I recommend to consider: Deep Q-learning (DQN) [3], Deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [2], Soft/Natural Actor Critic (SAC [1]/NAC [4]), proximal policy gradient (PPO) [5], Policy Gradient by Parameter Exploration (PGPE) [6]. The version of DQN that you implemented for your last exercise would be a good starting point. Keep in mind that the full DQN also has a target Q network. Also, the Q-network outputs a value for each action at once. For algorithms using discrete actions, transform the continuous actions into a few discrete actions. The task is solved if you get on average a reward above -300. Make appropriate analysis and track your performance etc. Don’t forget this procedure during the rest of the project. Remember that you want to create a report with plots giving detail about the training, comparisons etc.

1.2 Checkpoint 2: Laser-hockey learning to handle the puck
Start working on the laser-hockey game [https://github.com/martius-lab/laser-hockey-env](https://github.com/martius-lab/laser-hockey-env). The repository provides the environment and a little notebook to see how the environment works.
In order to learn how to play laser-hockey there is a small training camp for the RL-agents to go through. These are:
TRAIN SHOOTING  hitting a static ball into the goal (other agent is static)

TRAIN DEFENCE  defending your goal against incoming shots (other agent is static)

NORMAL  normal gameplay against another agent.

You can enable the game-modes with
LaserHockerEnv(mode=NORMAL|TRAIN_SHOOTING|TRAIN_Defence).

1.3 Checkpoint 3: Self-play
Let your agents play against each other in normal game mode. Make appropriate analysis and track your performance etc. Experiment with different tournament modes.

1.4 Final
On Thursday, 7th, 2019 will be the final tournament. Teams have to connect to the tournament server with a special client (v1.0) on Thursday at the latest and on Wednesday at the earliest. The host address of the server is al-hockey.is.tuebingen.mpg.de and the port is 33001. To be compatible with the provided client, your agent should at least implement a function act that expects an observation as input and returns an action, both in form of a numpy.ndarray.

The tournament server will constantly pair up teams which will play against each other by receiving observations from and sending actions to the server. For this to work, the client needs to run in the background permanently. We recommend to use a terminal multiplexer such as tmux or screen, which allow you to keep a process running (by detaching the tmux/screen session) after closing a terminal/ssh session.

Teams can register at most 3 players, one for each algorithm/team member, on the server. Use the following name scheme to distinguish between the different algorithms: teamname_algorithm. Later, you can connect multiple instances with the same name to the server which will play in parallel (see the example below). We suggest to check whether you can run the client on the university pc pool via a ssh session. In this way, your computer does not have to run constantly over one or two days.

Already before Wednesday/Thursday, you can play on our test server. Use port 33000 and the same host address as above if you want to play on the test server.

To participate in the final tournament, your agent should primarily be trained by maximizing the reward provided by the environment (via reinforcement learning). You can use other techniques such as behavioral cloning as long as they do not contribute the most to your implementation efforts/training of the agent.

https://owncloud.tuebingen.mpg.de/index.php/s/WDnWyzJcb5WdoC
https://github.com/tmux/tmux/wiki
https://www.gnu.org/software/screen/
If you want to participate in the final tournament, please send a mail to us with your team name and team members until Wednesday. On Friday, the day of the presentations, we will analyse the tournament and announce the winner of the competition. Also on this Friday, please bring your presentation with you on a usb stick and in form of a pdf file.

How to run multiple instances of a client in a tmux session via ssh:

- Connect via ssh from your local machine to the remote machine:
  ```
  local> ssh $remote_machine
  ```
- Change to the directory with the client:
  ```
  remote_machine> cd $dir_with_client
  ```
- Start a tmux session:
  ```
  remote_machine> tmux
  ```
- Start the first instance:
  ```
  remote_machine> python -m tournament_player --client-id teamname_algorithm1 --host al-hockey.is.tuebingen.mpg.de --port 33001
  ```
- Press `<ctrl>-b` c (first control+b together and afterwards c) to open a new window. Start the next instance either with the same name (they will play in parallel) or with a different name
  ```
  remote_machine> python -m tournament_player --client-id teamname_algorithm2 --host al-hockey.is.tuebingen.mpg.de --port 33001
  ```
  to connect an instance with a different algorithm. Repeat.
- If all your instances are up and running you can detach the tmux session with `<ctrl>+d` and logout.
- If you login again later, you can re-attach your session with:
  ```
  remote_machine> tmux a
  ```

Information regarding the university linux pools (ZDV):

- General information can be found [here](https://uni-tuebingen.de/einrichtungen/zentrum-fuer-datenverarbeitung/dienstleistungen/clientdienste/pools/zdv-pools-linux/)
- The host address of the pool is [linux11.zdv-pool.uni-tuebingen.de](https://uni-tuebingen.de/einrichtungen/zentrum-fuer-datenverarbeitung/dienstleistungen/clientdienste/pools/zdv-pools-linux/)
  (until linux14)
- `screen` instead of `tmux` is already pre-installed. The handling is quite similar to tmux. Some of the bindings might be different.
- As far as we know, you should be able to detach from and re-attach to `screen` sessions.

If you encounter any problems, contact Sebastian Blaes via [sblaes@tuebingen.mpg.de](mailto:sblaes@tuebingen.mpg.de).
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